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her work as an Archangel in embodiedment in her science
and healing work.
What was the number following Moshe at that time?
He had thousands following him. He also taught diet and
tradition and homeopathy. It is not but 12 then? It is that
the thousands did not dare to follow Mother Mary.

SAINT DIANE: It has always been. Mother Mary has said:
JESUS CHRIST: Some of you have wondered why it was that
Elizabeth Prophet who had been Martha who paraded with
the 12 disciples and each were martyred except John would
be the one chosen to bring about the Second Advent
Teachings.
The choice was not alone
Nephertiti
mine. She had been Sarah or
Abraham’s wife, Theodora,
Nephertiti, Queen Marie Antoinette,
Queen of Austria and these are
considerations taken up by Cosmic
Council. Frankly I had little say.
I had not foreseen that this
herein cycle would be the one of the
Christ teachings. It would not be
until the next 70,000 cycle, this was
recorded in Revelation. Not this
one. This one for what has been
outpictured has been with mixed
Elizabeth Prophet
results.
I am told that the Gospel of
Mary will be at some point be
published here. It is hoped to
change all of Christendom. Why?
Mother Mary in the gospel is shown
to be healing family after family.
She is in the community of the Jews
to bring about the resurrection, save
children, work on viruses, teach
homeopathy, using herb poultices
and in general extremely active in
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“Now, listen to my son Jesus Christ and learn these Christ
teachings”
ANDREA of Chicago: Always. At the healing services, at the
conferences. At the holidays. Always referring people to
listen to Jesus Christ.

Q: Why did Elizabeth Prophet order the stoning of Mary
Magdalene?

Typist: This has not been shown to me. The idea that the
Bible is only a historical document is not always, but for the
Presence of Mother Mary, we are truly blessed. Mother
Mary wants to teach on many foundational teachings from
the other lost books. She has indicated that there are
teachings that need to be taught. Bless the Holy Mother
teaching us on the Bible.
MOSHE: This was the role of the Mother that was not carried
over from Egypt where the people worshipped God as a
mother Presence.
JESUS CHRIST: So that is 30 years at least! Mother Mary
was healing, doing her science and healing and resurrection
work for 30 years! Even before I began my ministry! And
even though I traveled elsewhere to learn the Vedas and
other systems, she did not leave the homeland and these
thousands of people ought to have followed her! It was not
what happened, and thus, you understand that this was a
result of the professing to have servants when the women
were heinously violated and made into sex-slaves. You
remember Mother Mary saying, turn the water into wine. Go
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ahead, you can do it. It is written clearly that she is the
source of this knowledge. And the teacher.
MOSHE: The 30 years is adequate preparation for the Jews to
receive the Messiah. Even the wanderings is 40 years—
actually longer— however you see what has happened is that
at 30 years, the people would have been ready to hear the
sermon on the mount and other Christ teachings and they
would not.
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